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I, as the aforementioned Author of the Work referenced herein (hereinafter “Author”), understand the Work set forth previously in and described in this Agreement will be deposited with Nova Southeastern University (NSU) Libraries for archiving and/or distribution for non-commercial purposes, including teaching, research and private study. This Agreement does not request or require transfer of copyright to NSU Libraries or NSU (hereinafter collectively “NSU”).

Author hereby certifies that he/she has obtained all necessary permission in writing for and any all copyrighted material to be published in the Work. Author further warrants that the Work does not infringe the rights of any third party, including copyright, privacy rights, or other proprietary rights. All text, audio-visual, or other material not created by the Author that is included in the Work (a) has been identified by quotation, if directly quoted, and with appropriate source citations; and (b) falls within the parameters of “Fair Use” as defined by U.S. Copyright law; or is unambiguously a part of the public domain as a matter of law.

Further, Author certifies that he/she has obtained a written permission statement from the owner(s) of any copyrighted matter, property owner(s), organization(s), or institutions to be included in the Work allowing distribution as specified below. Copies of all such permissions are maintained by the Author and will be provided if requested. The Author has not made, and will not make, any contract or commitment contrary to the terms of this Agreement or in derogation of the license granted to NSU Libraries hereunder. Author shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless NSU, its officers, employees and agents for any damages, including any reasonable attorney’s fees that arise from any breach of warranty or for any claim by any third party of an alleged infringement of copyright or other intellectual property rights arising from the deposit of this Work with the NSU Libraries.
Author hereby grants to NSU and its employees and agents, the nonexclusive license to archive and make accessible, under the conditions specified below, the Work in whole or in part, in all forms of media, now or hereafter known. This is a license rather than an assignment. Author, therefore, retains all other ownership rights to the copyright of the Work. Author also retains the right to use in future works (such as articles or books) all or part of the Work.

NSU, its employees and agents, may reproduce, distribute, display, and transmit the Work, its abstract, bibliography, and other associated metadata to the broadest possible audience. NSU, its employees and agents may federate and incorporate the Work into databases containing other works; augment or create metadata to enhance service capacity; and electronically store, archive, copy and/or convert the Work for preservation purposes.

In addition to the unrestricted display of the bibliographic information and the abstract, Author agrees that the Work be placed in NSU Works, NSU's institutional repository, with the following status (CHOOSE ONE OPTION):

☐ Open Access Publishing: Author authorizes immediate worldwide open access to the electronic full text of the Work through the NSU Libraries and NSU.

☐ Open Access Publishing – Embargo. Author requests that the NSU Libraries embargo (restrict access) the full content of the Work until the end of the following period of time:
   — 6 months
   — 1 year
   — 2 years

If Author wants to extend the embargo for a period longer than originally specified, Author will notify the NSU Libraries in writing. If Author does not request an extension at the end of the embargo, Author understands that the electronic full text of the Work will default to open access. Author understands that any embargo period is at my discretion as the copyright holder and that Author may request that the NSU Libraries remove the embargo at any time.
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